The Cumulus New European Bauhaus initiative (C+NEB) launches Cumulus' programming in the context of its role as a formal partner with the New European Bauhaus. C+NEB is conceived as an important opportunity to reflect on how a 21st century Europe is being redefined in a wider cultural and global context through the lens of design and the arts.

Please join hosts Cumulus Vice President Philipp Heidkamp (KISD, Germany), Venka Purushothaman (LASALLE College of the Arts, Singapore) and Cumulus President Mariana Amatullo, (Parsons School of Design, The New School, US) for an engaging session with a prestigious group of colleagues from around the world.

Speakers / Guests

Alessandro Rancati
EU Policy Lab

Albert Fuster
Cumulus Member, ELISAVA, NEB partner

Carlos Texeira
IIT Chicago, NEB partner

Teresa Franqueira
Cumulus Member, UA Portugal and DESIS Director

Inaugural Meeting Invitation

Topic
Cumulus+New European Bauhaus initiative

Time
Aug 26, 2021 • 12:30 – 2 PM Universal Time UTC

Join Zoom Meeting
https://aalto.zoom.us/j/69599486523

Meeting ID
695 9948 6523